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North American Steel
been quietly expanding and now operates four manufacturing plants across
Canada. NAS now has the largest
manufacturing facilities for warehouse
racking in Canada, supported by an extensive network of dealer/partners.

NAS MANUFACTURING
Rollformed and structural racking, or a combination of both, which is
known in the industry as Hybrid Racking, is a very strong yet economical solution for NAS customers. NAS rack systems include: Rack Storage Platforms,
Pick Modules and Pick Towers, Push
Back, Drive-In/Drive-Thru, Double
Deep, Pallet Flow & Carton Flow rackRolf Fabricius - President
ing plus various styles of Cantilever,
Mezzanine / Catwalk, and American
Teardrop racking. NAS offers several
NORTH AMERICAN STEEL &
options in industrial shelving including
STORAGE: QUALITY AND CLIENT
Welded Widespan shelving, or boltless
COMMITMENT IN CANADIAN
Easyup 7000 long span shelving. Office
MANUFACTURING
shelving includes the popular and ecoO R OV E R 6 0 years, North nomical Easyup 5000 and Kwikerect all
American Steel Equipment has steel shelving, bolted and boltless.
been manufacturing steel storage
equipment in Canada specializing in CUSTOMER DISTRIBUTION
pallet racking and heavy duty shelving
NAS products are ideal for distrifor customers across North America.
However, the company’s brand has bution centres, manufacturing facilities,
continued to grow under the radar— secure document storage, retail logistics
and warehousing, government storage
until now.
facilities, food freezer storage as well as
North American Steel (NAS) has 3PL logistics centres.
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NAS SERVICES
As the manufacturer of a wide
range of rack and shelving storage
products, NAS designs warehouse systems specifically for customers’ individual applications, and all NAS products come with warranty. NAS also
provides installation and relocation services. NAS service crews have installed
everything from small retail stores to
rack supported buildings, including
several highly efficient Pick Tower systems (which are multi-level work structure systems incorporating conveyors). North American Steel maintains a
strong dealer representation across the
country, each with their own factory
trained installers, ensuring adherence
to provincial building codes and seismic requirements. This gives NAS the
advantage to erect structures all across
Canada.
The company’s nationwide dealer program is the key to NAS’ success
and future growth. Many of the company’s dealers are now manufacturers
themselves, bringing to the table addon products that complement NAS rack
systems and make the company more
competitive. “You could say our dealers are not just stocking distributors but
have rather become partners and play
an important role in our success in the
Canadian racking marketplace, as we
work hand in hand providing customer

Jonathan Hirst - Vice President Operations

“The last 15 years we
have seen a continued trend of pallet
racking ‘coming out’
of the back rooms
and becoming fully
integrated into the
merchandising of
products.”

North American Steel

“Many of our dealers
are now manufacturers themselves, bringing to the table addon products that
complement our rack
systems and make us
more competitive.”

manufacturing high quality internationally recognized products including the patented Dexion shelving.
When the foreign ownership of NAS
wanted to sell the business in 1972,
the Fabricius family seized the opportunity, thus North American Steel
came to be what it is today. NAS is
currently one of the most innovative,
adaptive designers of racking and
shelving system integration in North
America. To accommodate this aggressive expansion manufacturing
facilities have been expanded from
its original 20,000 sq ft. to 280,000 sq.
ft.
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support. Our dealers stock many of our
racking and shelving lines in most standard sizes for quick shipping to your
site,” NAS states.

and Safety Certificate (PSR) verifying
capacities for each bay of rack. NAS
engineers review all design layouts
ensuring a customer’s warehouse will
be as productive as possible, maximizing on all available space vertically and
STANDARDS
horizontally, and they also sign off for
NAS manufacturers to USA and structural integrity.
Canadian rack standards, following
ANSI, RMI and CSA guidelines for rack THE LEGACY OF NAS
safety and certification of load capacities, as well as following CWB weldNorth American Steel began in
ing practices and standards. All NAS 1952 in the suburbs of Toronto as a subnew rack comes with a Pre-Start Health sidiary of Steel Equipment of England,

EXCELLING IN A TOUGH
COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE
Rolf Fabricius, President and
leading design Engineer, was in
| Canadian Industry Online |

Type of System: HYBRID RACKING consisting of Ground + 2 level Pick
Tower Rack
Our Calgary Alberta based Hybrid rack project consists of ground
plus two level Pick Tower with integrated gravity and powered conveyors. NAS worked directly with a major conveyor manufacturer to
complete this 65,000 sq. ft project.
Our client uses this pick tower for storing athletic based products
for distribution within Western Canada. The warehouse racking consists of Roll formed frames and beams, and Hybrid (structural front &
roll formed rear column) frames.

Key Design Features include a 9’ and 15’ clear aisles for powered
& gravity conveyor systems, in conjunction with an internal garbage
chute between floors, pallet drop zones, open floor area top levels and
a through floor conveyor setup.
This turn-key warehouse project provided by NAS also utilized zinc
coated roof deck with wear resistant coated flooring, carton flow racking, waterfall wire mesh decks, articulating pallet drop safety gates,
and engineered 2500 lbs test safety netting. Installation by NAS was
completed in under 9 weeks and 3 weeks ahead of schedule.

HYBRID RACKING WAREHOUSE DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
LOCATION: CALGARY, ALBERTA

North American Steel

ltd.

Vancouver Toll Free: 1 (800) 605-4822
Surrey Toll Free: 1 (800) 796-8010
Calgary Toll Free: 1 (800) 605-4847
Edmonton Toll Free: 1 (800) 580-1089

PROUD PARTNER OF NORTH AMERICAN STORAGE

Commander Warehouse Equipment Ltd. is Western Canada's leader in industrial, material handling, warehouse and storage products.

www.commander.ca

volved at an early age learning every
aspect of the company and operating all production equipment during
summer vacations. After returning to
the company full time upon graduation from Queen’s University School
of Engineering, Rolf began to modernize NAS’ manufacturing processes by
incorporating efficient and precise roll
forming and robotic equipment, making the company more productive.

companies were sharing their long term
planning with us, we were able to preplan and pre-produce for these clients
establishing a solid market presence
when times became tough economically for competitors,” Fabricius notes.
This enabled NAS to keep investing in
product research and developing new
types of systems—exactly where the
company’s focus should lie.

While manufacturing in Canada
This was the time when the big box has had very unstable growth at times,
stores moved into Canada. “Since these NAS has expanded its manufacturing

facilities slowly and conservatively, allowing the company to diversify and
remain competitive even in challenging
economic conditions.
A new worrying trend among Canadian racking companies is the reduction of Canadian manufacturing and
importing pallet racking from the USA
and China as a cheaper alternative.
This imported rack may appear as a viable plan at first, but is not necessarily
safe.
When using imported rack the de-

sign and manufacturing specifications
are difficult to confirm and often the
rack is not able to withstand the weight
capacity required. Warehouse collapses
have triggered the Ministry of Labour to
focus on racking capacity safety inspections, opening their eyes to deficiencies
of imported pallet racking. In Ontario
alone since 2011, the MOL has issued
over 3,000 stop work orders causing
lost revenue and distribution downtime. Recently NAS replaced racking
for a Toronto based food distribution
centre after its imported rack collapsed.

North American Steel

SERVING ATLANTIC CANADA
902-406-7405
Nova Scotia New Brunswick Prince Edward Island Newfoundland

PROUD PARTNER OF
NORTH
AMERICAN STEEL

Roll Formed Pallet Racking
Narrow Aisle Pallet Racking
Carton Flow Racks
Cantilever Racking
Drive In Pallet Racking
Push Back Pallet racking
Mezzanine
Shelving Systems
Stockroom Shelving
Repairs & Inspections
Safety Audits
Rack & Storage Accessories
Cabinets & Lockers
Warehouse Partitioning
Material Handling Equipment
Design & Enginered Systems

At Eastern Atlantic Storage Solutions we find solutions to your storage needs, including designing, supplying and installing customized warehouse storage
solutions in Atlantic Canada. With over 25 years experience our experts will find the right solution that’s the best fit for your needs and budget.

The extra costs in lost distribution time,
damaged product, potential worker injuries and the cost of rack replacement
proves that the cheaper imported rack
can be an expensive liability.
“Our professional engineers will
analyze each area of the project and
certify the installation with Engineered
Stamped drawings, clearly an advantage of dealing with the manufacturer
for your industrial racking needs,” Fabricius adds. NAS will continue to manufacture in Canada in order to maintain
the highest standards of quality for

manufacturing and service, working to
keep its customers safe and their profits
intact.

WESTERN CANADA
North American Storage, the company’s Western Canadian division is
propelling growth, as NAS continues
to see brand recognition in the western
provinces.
Jonathan Hirst, VP and newly appointed General Manager of the rap-
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www.dynarack.com
Industries Choice for Materials Storage Equipment
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North American Steel
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Pallet Flow Racking Push Back Racking Carton Flow Racking Mezzanines

T: 905-664-1998
F: 905-664-3911
sales@dynarack.com

“North American
Steel’s staff has
proven to be its
biggest asset!”
idly expanding western operation, says
“North American Storage is unique in
the material handling business, in that
it has developed a core distribution
network through dealers and regional

sales reps across Canada and the northwestern U.S. which forms the foundation of the company.”
“Industry is continually pushing
design limits of racking in both storage
height and integration of automation,”
he adds. “NAS has stayed diverse in
terms of products lines and delivery
methods. Truly reflective of the diverse Canadian marketplace, NAS has
adapted to changes and shifts in sectors
across the board and has made the necessary steps to remain competitive.”

NEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

telescopic forms and carts.”

“With the emergence of e-commerce and changing consumer demands for home delivery, the distribution centres are striving to constantly
become more efficient in picking smaller orders,” Fabricius comments. “They
are looking for high-speed picking and
we are manufacturing ‘rack supported
platform’ structures to support this automated equipment as we continue to
work on developing racking that integrates with high speed pickers using

CULTURE
Diversifying, for NAS, happens
with products as well as people. “A
family business has to diversify—what
each member of the team does has to
be broad enough that everyone in our
company can represent us,” Fabricius
explains. With his wife working alongside him and his two sons currently
studying Engineering, the company is
destined to remain a family legacy. With

North American Steel
the acceleration of the Western division,
and a geographical distance between
teams, Jonathan Hirst understands all
too well the importance of a strong corporate culture across geographic and
time zone barriers. “I think “Family
Service” is the predominant culture at
NAS. This is not just a reference to the
family ownership of the business, but
more of the reflection of how the employees treat each other and in turn,

how we treat our customers,” he says.
“Clients don’t get lost in a voice mail
black hole at NAS, or find themselves
unable to cut through layers of red tape
to get the service they need. The scale
of the business means our projects transcend daily roles regardless of the department where people work. At NAS
we succeed as a family, and we grow as
a family.”
North American Steel’s dedicated

and well trained staff has proven to be and approved for environmental conits biggest asset.
siderations. Hirst notes: “We look to
methods of reducing waste through
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS consumable inventory monitoring and
instating Preventative Maintenance that
A TOP PRIORITY
keeps production equipment operating
North American Steel joins other efficiently. We research new technoloCanadian manufacturers in its priority gies in our manufacturing techniques
for following environmentally friendly that reduce emissions including robot
and sustainable practices. Everything welding and electric fork lifts. We also
produced has to be rigorously tested incorporate increasingly efficient heat

ENGINEERING
MANUFACTURING
SALES
INSTALLATION

1 800 463-1537
www.store-rite.com

MATERIAL HANDLING INTEGRATOR
TORONTO – LONDON – WINDSOR – BARRIE – OTTAWA - SUDBURY

North American Steel
sources like infrared panels and high customers to easily determine the type
efficiency natural gas for our paint line or pallet racking required for their parbake ovens.”
ticular type of distribution needs,” Fabricius says.
“We have made a lot of changes
in regards to environmental considerNAS is well-positioned to be a
ations, upgrading our paint processes top contender in the North American
to powder coat finishing resulting in marketplace going forward. The comreduced emission, recycling paint and pany’s wide geographic presence and
use little packaging,” Fabricius adds. emerging product lines will enable its
“Further, NAS Whitby plant has in- growth, allowing it to continue to serve
corporated a solar rooftop system now a diverse group of customers.
producing over 70% of its hydro energy
As the longest-operating storage
requirements. “
product manufacturer in Canada, NAS
will continue to see expansion nationTHE FUTURE IS BRIGHT
wide and further reaching into U.S. as
it relies on its stellar reputation. “It’s
“Our website reflects shifts in enice for our customers that they can call
Commerce, offering a breakdown from
us after having a product installed 20
Industries to Systems to Products and
years ago, and we are able to tell them
its available components allowing our

exactly what they have and maintain it
for them—those long-term clients are
important and this is how dedicated we
are to our past business,” Hirst notes.

tinue to service our customers through
recessions. When one sector is down
another will help us keep a stabilized
business. Not to mention, we have the
experience and traction that our cusThere are few companies in North
tomers have come to expect,” Fabricius
America that can boast the NAS history,
comments.
let alone their strength in all serviced
sectors. Fabricius says “We are curThe company is constantly makrently experiencing more success in the ing investments into new technology,
U.S. than we ever have in the last three like having the first seam welded beam
years but we would still like to gain a line increasing quality and productivstronger foot hold in the U.S. market— ity. With the largest pallet racking and
we plan to manufacture and distribute industrial shelving manufacturing cain more locations south of the border.” pacity in Canada from Canada’s east to
western coasts, the sky’s the limit for
NAS boasts exceptional versatilNorth American Steel/Storage.
ity, which will carry the business into
decades ahead. “We supply to custom- For more information visit:
ers in all fields and this makes us very www.northamericansteel.ca.
well-rounded, and has helped us con-
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